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 Role of Beef Herd in the farming setup

 Marketing Strategy

 Calving Season

 Breeding Program

 Selection Criteria for herd



 Primary enterprise

 Secondary enterprise



 Weaners

 Long Weaners

 Oxen

 Replacement females

 Stores or Finished Animals



 All year round or fixed season

 Late

 Early

 Duration



 Single breed – simpler, but generally will have 
more traits to select for to achieve a similar 
measure of success.

 Cross Breeding – best suited to larger herds 
so as to get the benefits of free heterosis



 REPRODUCTIVE EFFICIENCY

 Calving Ease

 Cow Size

 Milk 

 Growth
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 Unlike birth mass, milk and growth the 
heritability of reproductive efficiency is 
relatively low.

 Does this mean it is more difficult to improve 
reproduction traits ?

 The answer is a very definite NO 

 So what is the key to improving reproductive 
efficiency in a herd ?



 PUT SELECTION PRESSURE ON REPRODUCTION

 DON’T AIM TO GET 100% CONSEPTION

 BUT AIM FOR AT LEAST 85% 

 IN GOOD YEARS SHORTEN BREEDING SEASON

 CULL ALL OPEN FEMALES IRRESPECTIVE

 MATE AS MANY REPLACEMENT HEIFERS AS 
POSSIBLE AFTER POOR PERFORMERS AND 
ANIMALS WITH FAULTS HAVE BEEN CULLED



 COMMON MISTAKES MADE BY BREEDERS

 In very good conditions – long breeding 
season (90 days) with no selection pressure –
result less fertile animals remain in herd and 
so do their less fertile progeny

 In harder conditions – dry spells and poor 
management means that some of the more 
fertile and the poorer cows skip – result all 
are kept to keep up numbers – there is no 
selection and problem is perpetuated 



 There is nothing that grows as slowly as a 
dead calf

 By using technology such as ebv’s it is 
entirely possible to breed cattle with good 
growth and moderate birth masses

 Important not to go overboard as eventually 
female progeny will have difficulty calving

 A useful guideline with ebv’s is to select bulls 
just above or below breed average



 Larger cows have a greater maintenance 
requirement and generally don’t wean a calf 
which is proportionally heavier.

 Select bulls which will increase production 
without increasing height or mature size

 Also cull cows with the lowest wean mass 
ratio’s in the herd – don’t decide on a ratio 
beforehand



 Milk production in a beef herd should be 
adequate but not too much. 

 Milk is negatively correlated with 
reproduction efficiency 

 Milking ability of a beef herd should be linked 
to the feed value of the natural grazing in a 
normal year

 Selection for milk should be done in 
combination with adequate growth to 
increase profitability



 When growth is increased there is an increase 
in birth mass and mature size which can 
increase calving problems and raise cow 
maintenance costs

 Within reason using ebv’s, it is however 
possible to increase growth without 
increasing birth mass and mature size

 Getting this right is important to increase 
profitability in a beef herd



 The feedlots and abattoirs pay no incentive 
for quality – if there is one it is usually too 
small to make a difference

 Live auctions are few and far between

 The beef industry is c/kg orientated –
producers sole incentive is to increase the 
kilograms they sell

 The variation in the tenderness for beef is 
greater than that of chicken




